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1.    Introduction: trends in retail… Do they apply to Dispensaries? 

Below is what recent market research is saying about shoppers in the general retail 
environment. So how does this apply to Cannabis dispensaries? Is it relevant? 

 

As the cannabis sector evolves, we are 
seeing dispensaries look and act more 
and more like “Traditional” retail. Are 
there lessons to be learnt for Cannabis 
dispensaries from traditional Retail? 

In February 2020 Jeff Finnerty provided 
some insight into how Cannabis 
dispensaries should plan for expansion. 
In an article in Cannabisbusinesstimes.com 
https://www.cannabisbusinesstimes.com/article/6-retail-expansion-tips-for-cannabis-
dispensaries/ 
One of his key points is “select products based on consumer preferences when possible” 
In other words, listen to your customers and employees. However, the legal and commercial 
restrictions placed on dispensaries in some, or all states have also to be remembered. 

A great example of how Cannabis dispensaries are evolving is CANNABIST, whose mantra is 
“When you step foot into a Cannabist dispensary, you can expect an uncomplicated shopping 
experience, even if you aren’t sure where to start.” 

What About OMNICHANNEL RETAIL? 

As more people choose to shop online, retailers will have to work harder to welcome shoppers 
into real world stores. In a more austere economy, shoppers are checking prices more carefully, 
looking to see what best value is, and even comparing prices on their smart phones. Today’s 
consumer also uses price comparison websites and is more price-sensitive than ever before. 

“Finding great deals is their top priority.” 

(Deloittes Consumer Change Study) 
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Tight control of pricing is essential in competitive markets, with some retailers using pricing 
tactically, for example, using different pricing strategies for different product categories. 

Online prices are easily updated according to customer demand and competitor promotions. 
Some retailers choose to be equally flexible with their in-store pricing strategy while others 
choose to offer a more competitive pricing online, maybe tracking price moves on Amazon.  

Where data analytics are available to the retailer, sophisticated pricing strategies can be put in 
place, but if there is a mismatch between the sophistication of the strategy and the physical 
appearance of the new pricing, retailers may still not see the highest level of return from 
their strategy. 

“When analytical pricing solutions are integrated with core merchandising 
processes, and accompanied by a robust change-management program, we have 

seen high adoption and mid-single-digit sales and margin increases.” 

(McKinsey, Powerful Pricing) 

Retail pricing has become more dynamic, particularly for clearance, with weekly, regional mark-
downs.  

However, a retailer should not allow price reductions to damage their brand. Shoppers want 
quality and value, but they do not want to buy “cheap”.  

Retailers and dispensaries can use pricing to drive loyalty and increase customer engagement 
without starting a downward spiral.  

 

“Key Value Items are identified and priced sharply relative to competition, 
knowing that shoppers can only recall prices for a small number of items.” 

(Boston Consulting Group) 

Taking all of this “Retail” experience and the trends into account, how applicable is it to 
Dispensaries? Adding all these factors together, it is essential that product and price labeling 
must be accurate and clear, to match the new online experiences that are emerging in 
Cannabis. It should also be easy to update. In addition, it all must comply with local cannabis 
legislation. In summary, OMNICHANNEL is very much applicable to the Cannabis dispensary 
world. 
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2.    Customer experience/brand values 

The legibility of handwriting is a classic problem. For example, the number one is often 
confused with seven. In particular, prices that have been crossed out can cause queries, and 
this is even more likely when an item has been discounted more than once. Whilst pre-printed 
labels are available, these only tend to have a space, if anything, to write in a product price or 
stick a simple price gun label on top. Often individual product contents also must be written.  

Presentation is a huge part of the brand experience in-store, so it is better to avoid hand-
written labeling altogether. The US off-price and outlet sector, in particular, has struggled to 
maintain the visual appearance of their labels. 

      

         

Perhaps properly printed labels with data pulled from the dispensary database would ensure a 
better-quality label, with the correct data included in a more professional presentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Professional-looking printed labels provide a more expensive feel, and a sense of quality when 
customers are looking to buy value, not cheap.  
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Printing labels in-store brings a tactical advantage. Labels can easily be updated as prices are 
adjusted, to maintain consistency across the two channels, online and in-store. 

In the US, the convenience store 7-Eleven knows its customers well and knows that they are 
looking for the nutritional content of their snacks – so these are shown on the labels. 

“Men ages 18-34 are 7-Eleven’s biggest group, but more young women are discovering 
its fresh foods, almost all labelled with nutritional information. It’s possible to be 

on a diet and eat at 7-Eleven.” 

(Seattle Times) 

Clear labelling makes for a better customer experience all round. As cannabis products 
become more mainstream and more consumers want to experience the products, there is as 
much of an education process for dispensaries to offer than just a pure sales channel. With 
clear product labeling there will be fewer misunderstandings or disputes, which can disgruntle 
customers and keep others waiting. It also helps to reduce time standing in line and prevent the 
situation where customers who prefer not to wait to question prices etc, abandon their 
purchases and leave the dispensary. 
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3.    People 

In the general retail world, it has been recognised that bricks and mortar stores must make the 
in-store experience as easy as the online one and maintain the same experience for those 
customers who start their purchase journey online and then visit the store. In essence the 
concept known as OMNICHANNEL. Research has found that shoppers still prefer to buy certain 
items such as jeans, dresses, lingerie, footwear, men’s suits, and children’s clothing in-store, 
because size and fit are important. Will this be true of the products sold in cannabis 
dispensaries? 

 

Choosing your cannabis product of choice will certainly involve coming into a dispensary for 
most customers, certainly initially, but will they continue to come in if it is shambolic and 
difficult to get help?  

However, in the self-service shopping culture, the lack of engagement between dispensary 
assistants and customers may be a missed opportunity. Stores and dispensaries can quickly 
become messy, for example if no one is available to replace products in the correct location. 
Staff are better deployed to assist customers, finding items that may not be at the front of 
display, and encouraging people to buy. They should be the friendly ambassadors of the store. 
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It is notable that smaller privately-owned retailers often survive due to their ability to engage 
with their customers and persuade them to reach a purchase decision. If staff are readily 
available, they can take advantage of the opportunities to sell, up-sell and cross-sell more 
items. This can make a real commercial difference in a retail environment. Clearly this can also 
be true in cannabis dispensaries. However, this is only possible if the in-store processes such as 
pricing items are efficient. If store staff are busy 
in the back rooms, they are away from the front 
line where they can assist customers 

Efficiency makes a difference on the sales 
floor. Saving small amounts of time by reducing 
queries, preventing lines, and providing a quick 
service at the point of sale, all help to make 
store staff available to serve their customers. 

 

If a dispensary chooses to implement a “one device fits all” approach to the technology they 
use to increase efficiency then they run the risk of staff using multi-purpose devices in an 
inefficient manner. If a device is off in the back office doing pricing, then it cannot be on the 
sales floor helping customers choose their products of choice and allow for efficient payment. 

Choosing the right technology for each function in the dispensary will be key to making the 
staff as efficient and productive as possible. 
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4.    Financial considerations 

Financial considerations are crucial when trading is tough, and cash is in short supply. General 
retail has found that in the last few years especially during the pandemic. 

However, financial restrictions are not something that are new to cannabis dispensaries or 
indeed the cannabis supply chain in general. It is probably true to say that in many respects 
“Cash is King” in the dispensary world. 

Some retailers have historically chosen to use price 
mark-downs as an incentive to get cash flowing. This 
can be particularly true if the goods on sale are time 
sensitive. 

They may want to discount different ranges at 
different markdowns or offer seasonal promotions for limited periods. This means that they will 
need a facility to update individual labels quickly and easily as the pricing strategy changes. 

There is nothing more confusing than a consumer being faced with a product with multiple 
handwritten price labels stuck on it. 

Cost-conscious retailers and dispensary owners will be aware of the practical reasons for 
printing labels in the store. 

Buying plain labels and printing them in-house is 
less costly than buying pre-printed labels that 
then need to be hand-written to be completed. 
It also allows the dispensary to label the 
products correctly with the most up-to-date 
legal labeling requirements. 

If labels are printed in-store, they can be printed as and when they are needed, so there is 
minimal waste. Especially true if regulations evolve and current label stock becomes invalid. 

Printed labels are clearer and provide a more up-
market feel. More importantly printing is faster 
and saves valuable staff time. 

If prices and discounts are shown more clearly, 
the purchase rate is likely to be higher. 

This is also true for simple shelf-edge pricing of 
products in the dispensary.  
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5.    Summary and Business Benefits 

A dedicated label printing solution in the dispensary will bring these benefits: 

• The ability to respond to market conditions with dynamic pricing  
• Efficiency because employees are present on the shop floor to help customers  
• Maintain brand values with high quality label design  
• In-store label printing uses less costly stationery  
• Clarity of pricing – fewer customer queries and “walkaways” 
• Print just the labels you need – minimal waste 
• Address the expectations of the Smart Phone Shopper 

No one will disagree that dispensary owners must do all they can to enhance the customer 
experience so that every visit to the dispensary will result in a sale. Yes, customer education 
needs to happen, but not at the expense of revenue. 

Price labeling is a critical area where there is scope for improvement, to provide a more 
professional and up-market experience in the dispensary and improve efficiency. 

Easy, flexible in-dispensary pricing allows the dispensary to maintain brand values and 
presentation when stock is discounted or marked down for a short promotion, such as Black 
Friday or when it is reaching its “sell by” date. 

With a flexible in-house labeling system, the dispensary can use specific label templates that 
pull data from their compliance software, such as Metrc, and have that data populated onto 
regulatory-compliant label templates stored on the system.  

In addition, “regular” product templates can also 
be stored and used for pricing and price mark-
down purposes plus in-dispensary special offers to 
give the customer a clear picture. 

When prices are adjusted, new labels can cover the previous ones, so no item will ever have 
multiple labels showing.  

Dispensaries that have a flexible label printing solution in house will be able to adjust pricing as 
they wish and maintain the professional appearance of their price tags. They can print a new 
set of labels whenever they want.   

Independent dispensaries that do not have the fully “wired up” in-house infrastructure of their 
larger competitors and who have not had access to the level of capital expenditure required to 
invest in technology, are the ones that will see the greatest benefits from an updated pricing 
strategy and solution.  
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Labelling solutions below, from CloudBox Inc., are scalable and can be implemented quickly and 
easily in standalone, single stores or across multiple sites. They can be Desktop or wireless, can 
operate in isolation or be integrated into other systems. All depending on the needs of 
individual dispensary customers. 

6.    CloudBox’s dispensary labeling solutions 

The technology to implement a flexible pricing strategy and print high quality labels in-house 
has evolved. Solutions from CloudBox Inc. make labeling easier than ever before, replacing the 
previous pricing methods: hand-written tickets, small labels from traditional pricing guns, PC-
based label printing systems that sit in the “Back Office” and “Dymo-Type” Printers. The new 
solutions allow store staff more time to engage more with customers in the dispensary.  

CloudBox’s flexible pricing solutions deliver the efficiency and smoother customer experience 
that dispensaries must offer to compete in the omnichannel scenario that increasingly apply to 
cannabis dispensaries, with both quantitative and qualitative benefits.  

All CloudBox’s solutions are scalable, from the simple entry-level desktop system to the fully 
connected system for a larger multi-site dispensary group. However, they can be mixed and 
matched according to individual customer and location requirements. 

All can work independently of other systems, but all contain a powerful SQL database and 
dedicated labeling application that means they can take data from other systems; EPOS or 
Compliance software for example and use that up-to-date data to print labels. Thus, helping to 
ensure all products are labelled correctly and, in a customer-friendly manner. 
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Solutions Summary 

PrintPad 970 series 

The PrintPad can be standalone or 
networked to provide instant desktop label-
printing in-store. As standard, it includes a 
powerful SQL database. Therefore, it can 
print standard, custom and more complex 
labels, perhaps containing data required to 
meet state legislation. It may also be 

integrated to the EPOS product database to print labels with price and product descriptions as 
well as the legal data.  

 
The PrintPad is a secure choice; it does not bring the risk associated with leaving a valuable 
item such as an iPad or tablet in the public area of the store. 

Features: Linux-based, PrintWorx software, uses industry-standard label templates, has USB 
and PS2 ports, full SQL Database functions available. Printing as a Service (PaaS) options 
available. 

 
PrintBox Solutions 

 

 

 

 

 

The PrintBox is a small solution built to a compact design which houses PrintWorx, the flexible 
and robust web-enabled label printing application for use anywhere in a dispensary. The 
PrintBox can be used to print standard, custom or complex SQL-based labels and tickets. Any 
user with a smart device with a browser can log in and access the stored label templates. 
(Subject to security clearance). They can use a tablet computer, smartphone, PC or a specialist 
hand-held terminal. No application software is required to be installed on the device. This 
means that if a device should be broken, lost or stolen, there is no need for a re-install of any 
software, you only need to find another device with a browser to continue printing.   
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A Wi-Fi or network infrastructure is not always necessary as the PrintBox can generate its own 
connectivity. The PrintBox can provide a standalone Mobile printing solution in a dispensary or 
be part of a wider multi-dispensary implementation for a larger organisation. 

Features: Linux-based, full SQL database functions, networked or cloud-based, Wi-Fi options, 
USB connections, Printing as a Service (PaaS) options available. 

 
PrintStation Solutions 

The PrintStation has been developed as the 
next evolution of the CloudBox printing 
solutions designed to meet market and 
customer demands. Based on the concept 
of offering customers and partners a 
powerful and flexible desktop printing 
platform for labels, tickets, and receipts. 
The PrintStation can also be multi-user and 
facilitate Mobile Printing from a Connected 
Smart Device and Mobile printer without 
adding any software to the Smart Devices. 
All contained in an easy-to-use touchscreen 

housing with either a 7” or 10” screens. 

With the inclusion of the extensive data management features in the PrintWorx software 
the PrintPads, PrintBox and PrintStation can produce complex labels quickly and easily such as 
required by law for Cannabis products. All achieved by utilizing the on-board SQL Database or 
Connecting to a Server or Cloud-Based SQL Database to access the data required for label 
population. 

Features: 10” or 7” Touchscreen, Linux-based, full SQL database functions, networked or cloud-
based, Wi-Fi included, USB connections, Printing as a Service (PaaS) options available. 
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